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Your Golf and Club App



Introducing the GLFR App, the ultimate companion for every golfer! With innovative features like accurate distance measurements, detailed GPS Course Guide, personalized shot tracking, and real-time scoring, the GLFR App takes your golfing experience to a whole new level.




GPS Course Guide
Distances to any element on the course.





Scorecard
Scorecard with real-time scoring for up to 4 players.





See todays Pin Position
Get the exact distance to the pin, no matter where you are on the course.





Shot tracking
Register shot-by-shot and GLFR calculates your distances!





News from your Club
Always stay updated with the latest news from your club.
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GPS Course Guide

With GLFR, you’ll have access to a detailed overview of the hole and all the essential information you need. Additionally, GLFR provides accurate GPS distances from your current position to every element on the course.




pin_drop
Tee
Plan your teeshot





golf_course
Green
Exact distance from your current position on the course to the green and to the pin





gps_fixed
Through the green
No matter where your ball ends, you can always find the exact distance to your next target.















See Todays Pin Position



Now you can effortlessly see today’s pin position and get the precise distance to the pin from anywhere on the course.
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Scorecard for You and Your Friends



With just a few effortless taps on your smartphone, our innovative scoring feature allows you to effortlessly keep track of your score during the round, making it easier than ever to stay focused on your game.

Plus you can also register scores for up to 4 players in your group.














Simple ScoringShot Tracking

Simple Scoring

With Simple Scoring keeping scores with GLFR is – well – simple.

After each hole, GLFR automatically calculates how many shots would give you 2 points and you can easily adjust it up or down a shot or two. You can keep scores for up to 4 players this way and get a full scorecard with just a few clicks



See how Simple Scoring works
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Shot Tracking

Shot Tracking is the classic GLFR way of scoring, where you can add shots along the way.

If you add your shots every time you are at your ball, starting with the first shot on the tee, GLFR can automatically calculate your FiR, GiR and putts as well as keep track of how long your shots are.



See how Shot Tracking works
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Your Club in Your Pocket



GLFR is more than just a Course Guide – it’s also your Club App.

With GLFR (pronounced “golfer”), you can stay in the loop with the latest updates and news about your club directly on your GLFR app. With just one simple click in your own Golf- and Club-app, you can easily stay up to date with everything happening at your club.

Course Status

Never miss a tee time or important updates with our Course Status feature. You’ll receive direct updates in your Club-App and even as push notifications, keeping you involved and up to date with all the happenings at your club.
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Integrated with Your Golf Union



GLFR is the only Golf-GPS that offers integration with Golf Unions, making the process of submitting scorecards super easy.

As a member of a Danish, Norwegian, Swedish, or Icelandic Golf Club, you can connect your GLFR profile to your Golf Union, allowing you to submit scorecards directly from the app.
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GLFR for golfers

All you need in one app. Find new courses to play, keep your score, track your shots and see your stats.

Read more






GLFR for clubs

GLFR Business is a complete marketing platform for golf clubs. Promote your course, get happier golfers and sell more greenfees with GLFR.

Read more
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